
A. What are the policy and management differences for drought vs aridification? 

Moderator: Dagmar Llewellyn 

Recorder: Bernadette Benally Fontenelle 

(Subtopics emailed to moderators) 

Provide results at 305 

Analyze and done at 345 for ten minutes 

Introductions, why at table A, and work doing in the area briefly 

Noah- master student on climate and water issues, interested to explore looking at management in 

practice 

Kurt- retired astrophysics professor, involved in state and regional planning 

Brad- working in landscapes, seen water as a limited resource, something need to manage 

Craig, OSE, agr engineer, basin supervisor for T-basin, Hueco, and Salt basin, topic interested him 

because of policy 

Thomas-OSE seen effects of changing climate through firefighting 

William- retired hydrologist, currently chair of LC utility,  

Galen focus on RG help NM adapt to climate impact, work with fed agency 

Bernadette – WRRI specialist, interest in topic area 

Archeuleta manage El Paso water, prepared drought water plan 

Lily- OSE, lack of water on a farm 

 

Investment in new technology 

Programs to address aridification 

Modernize accounting for decision making 

Water sharing with neighboring agencies 

Improving education K-12 program 

Diversify  

Promoting and investing irrigation efficiency 

 

Round robin discussion 



Definition of drought short and long term, not many plans for drought, no action plan 

Narrow things down aridification, look at robust, and think in terms of 40 years 

Drought is below the median line, aridification is the waves on the line 

Drought conditions changes over time 

Last 20 years, 30 years, one thing happen is people concentrate on drought not aridification, when it 

rains, people forget about drought. Better off to plan and benefit for aridification, rather than plan 

for short term drought 

Rio Grande Water Conservancy District has Rule 23 can turn off water the users of the water bank. 

In the Rule 23, it responses to drought.  

Continue to define aridification 

Aridification higher mean temperatures, shorter winters we are not talking about short term 

condition, we talking about longer conditions.  

As an administrator, looking at irrigation at both areas, LRG make drought tolerant, go to T-basin, 

irrigation are built for long term. Infrastructure in place. Gone from irrigation to drip system. They 

do no use all water supply while LRG uses more that water supply. Redundant supply.  

Political side of things are facing, people directly wanting to fix issues, not waiting on stakeholders. 

Let’s end this crisis. Continually involved process to common goal to figure goals. Avoid crisis 

management and keep people involved. 

Important to achieve consensus, which two row are facing. Facing a problem of drought re-

occurrence, or facing aridification? If plan for drought, plan for technological and sociological fixes. If 

plan for aridification, you are planning for drastic and permanent changes with who and what. 

Where are we and where are we going? Issues of variability may come into play. We need to achieve 

consensus where the problems is.  

Bankruptcy is the aridification 

Aridification takes a culture change. Long term is people conserve water every day, this takes 

cultural change.  

Institutional changes to preserve and conserve water. Long term basis, with aridification, making 

long term changes. Education is the key.  

Aridification is a funny word. In Maine talking about aridification. A river that is fully appropriated. 

Management issues. OSE and Reclamation are looking into these issues. To plan for aridification, 

ABQ water plan is an interesting and good example. They have a plan for 100 years. Make with 

outreach and education will take time. Maybe T-basin is a good case study. Help the state create 

programs to incentive programs.  Priority of administration. One definition of drought is less water 

of drought, Organ mountains looks arid.  

Agree education is one of the important key to saving water. You can’t leave the hose running all 

night. Education and culture are the acceptable behavior. People do what they see around them 



One thing are interlink is through hardening demand. During drought, you implement and enforce 

restrictions. The saved water may be used somewhere else. Think in long term rather than short 

term to be adaptive in the long run.  

Who do you educated? In Las Cruces, it is agriculture. Pecans are very popular to plant and drinks 

more water. Use less water. Explain what will happen if pecans go without water when farmers 

already have invested 10 years into the pecans.  

There are two problems. The legal problem (TX v NM and CO case). Second problem EBID pumps 

more water, recharging Rio Grande, there is the hydrologic argument. Elephant Butte is a federal 

program. The argument is between EBID, El Paso, and Bureau of Reclamation. 

Short term incentive v long term incentives. How may policy assist? Pecans demand two hard 

freezes. Over time, there should be incentives. Perhaps move the pecan planting north. How long 

does it take an effective pecan tree to reproduce? 4 years to 67 years.  

Another policy issue is financial. Supply and demand kind of thing. Right now, there is a demand for 

pecans. Be careful in terms of pricing. 

Reducing elasticity for supply is population. Conservation may happen. In long term planning, urban 

growth, there is potential hard demand. Counter example, CA (John Fleck documented) Helps with 

response to aridification. Availability of water is no consequence to economic growth to enforcing 

an area. SW will never get that rich in water. Leads to coming back to what we can do for 

aridification. Need substantive to policy changes and social changes include billify pecan growers 

who are making a living. Your reckoning a lot of lives while in the process. No one saying that at this 

table, but saying it elsewhere. There are short term responses to drought. 

Agriculture is the elephant in the room.  

In making a crop decision, how much does water take? Alfalfa is a great crop for aridification unlike 

pecan. What kind of agriculture do you do during aridification? Crops on hydroponic system (fancy 

green house). Crops like lettuce, herbs, and tomatoes. Crop plans still transpire but the atmosphere 

is contain.  May become expensive.  

Concept of resilience thinking. Resilience building. No matter how we build our system, it will fail.  

Sustainable resilience means to diversify. A water utility can diversity using its portfolio. Don’t have 

one strategy. If using GW, diversity SW too. Pick and choose. Migration, if there is no water, you got 

move. One less mention drivers of migration from Southcentral Mexico is climate change.  

Looking at living with our means, but what does that really mean and within practice? Maybe pecan 

growers may talk to NRCS for incentives, maybe they can give them greenhouses. Create a 

paradigm. 

Water is very cheap. Agriculture water is basically free. People would more if there were policy at 

the farm level. Look at how water is applied. Flood water. Why not go to drip irrigation. Pricing of 

retail is not expensive. Water prices has to change in order to be resilience. Water is free.  

 


